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Kovalam in Kerala is one of the most fascinating destinations which attract the vacationers for their
dreamy vacation. This beautiful destination in kerala is lovingly called as â€˜South of Paradiseâ€™ and truly
is the most sought after tourist destination in the entire world. This fascinating beach destination is
just located 16 km away from Trivandrum the capital city of Kerala. This astounding place is truly
very wonderful which easily attract the vacationers for their fun filled and warm vacation. Every sort
of vacationers such as newlywed couples, leisure vacationers, family vacationers and numerous
alike easily attract the tourist from all over the globe.

This beautiful destination is truly very worth to visit and explore as truly it will overcast magical spell
on your visit to this paradise in Kerala. This beach town is speckled with four astounding beaches
namely Samudra, Hawa and light House beach forming a crescent shaped to another beach
lovingly known as Kovalam. This beautiful beach destination is truly nothing less than vacationerâ€™s
ultimate place where fun, pleasure and peace is in abundant.

The scenic beaches are beautifully endowed by the amazing and excellent hotels and resorts which
easily will attract the tourists for their wonderful stay along the scenic ambiance of nature. The
hotels and Kovalam resorts which are placed along the shore of the stunning beach easily attract
the vacationers and truly offer wonderful and memorable time for the visitors as they enjoy their stay
in the wonderful hotels.

The beautiful Kovalam hotels truly offer the vacationers all the comforts and luxuries and all the
comforts and luxuries like that of a home. The delicacies cuisines and the warm hospitality easily
attract the vacationers from all over the entire world. The visitors truly go crazy here as eating in the
opened air restaurant which is lined up on the beach truly is best place to spend your evening. The
hotels along the beaches also have fascinating restaurants which offers wonderful sea foods which
truly leave the vacationers spell bounding on their visit.   

Hotels Kovalam also offer world class services, along with the spa rooms, gym room, swimming
pool; STD and Wi Fi facilities easily attract the vacationers in intense number. The modern
convenience offers the tourists amazing holidays and truly they offer all the necessities so that the
tourists do not have to move out of the hotels.

Apart from the excellent hotels and resorts there are numerous tourist attractions and destinations
which easily will leave the vacationers spell bound. Some of the prime tourist attractions and
destinations are such as listed below:

Anchuthengu Fort

This outstanding fort in Kovalam is the major tourist attractions and which is must see with the
vacationers. This fort was built by the British East India Company in the 17th century and was once
the trading station of the British on the Malabar Coast. 

Well beside this there are numerous attractions and destinations which easily allure the vacationers
from all over the globe are such as Veli Tourist Village, Kuthiramalika Palace Museum, Kaudiar
Palace, Padmanabhapuram Palace and many other will easily attracts the vacationers for their
wonderful vacations Kovalam Travel Information.
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Binil is an eminent writer and travel enthusiast, here giving valuable information on a Kovalam
resorts, Kovalam hotels, a Hotels Kovalam, and Kovalam Travel Information. For more information
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